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Black Madonna: The Pope’s Obsession

by L Lee Kane

Luci de Foix was nine when her parents were killed in a car accident. But was it an accident?

Unbeknownst to Luci, a group known as The Order, under the protection of the Pope, has been

watching her family for many years, waiting for the day that a diary written in the thirteenth century

would be delivered to her family - a journal that contains a key to a lost codex - and they would do

anything to get it. Early one morning, when Luci is twenty-nine, a bloodied young man delivers a

book, claiming it's from her late grandparents. Plagued by panic attacks that have left her crippled,

Luci struggles to overcome her fears, avenge the death of her family, and search for the lost codex.

But who can she trust? Everyone seems intent on betraying her, even the gorgeous enigmatic Max, a

man with secrets of his own.

About the author

Linda Lee Kane is an author of fantasies, thrillers, and contemporary fiction works. “Whether I am

writing for adults or children, the war between my days and nights is reflected in my books. Although

the tendency to acknowledge the light and dark sides of life is often disguised in my work, it's always

there, lurking just out of sight.”

What others say

This was a fast paced, action packed history thriller like no other. The mystery of the novel comes in

two parts: the first being the mystery behind the secret the church has been chasing all these

centuries, and the second being who was being the deaths of Luci’s parents and others in her life.

The story thrives when it delves into the mythology aspect of the narrative, which readers will find

refreshing as it flips the book on specific aspects of religion and history when it comes to the

Catholic Church.
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